Flow visualization in the Baylor total artificial heart.
To analyze the flow patterns of the left and right blood chambers of the total artificial heart (TAH), flow visualization studies were performed. Two setup levels were used for the flow visualization studies. For estimating the global flow patterns, the pumps were illuminated using incandescent light, and the patterns were recorded by either videotape or photography. To evaluate sectional flow patterns, a laser light was applied, and the pump could be scanned segmentally. The flow patterns were recorded by a high-speed camera. A signal was also used that synchronized the timing of the camera shutter to the pusher-plate movement signal. In the left pump chamber, major stagnations were observed in the middle area of the inflow site. To solve this problem, a modification was made that changed the inflow direction appropriately. After evaluation of the inflow port direction, a proper flow pattern was obtained, which was validated by a global flow visualization study. Furthermore, both pump chambers indicated excellent flow patterns as obtained by a segmental flow visualization study method utilizing a laser light. The Baylor TAH demonstrated excellent flow patterns in flow visualization studies, with antithrombogenicity expected. These flow visualization studies are very useful not only for validations of global flow patterns but also for validations of local areas of stagnation in various blood pumps.